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Albani, J., and E. Chalkia, eds. Heaven & Earth: cities and countryside in Byzantine 

Greece. Athens: Benaki Museum, 2012. Pp. 305. ISNB: 9789604761333. €31,50 

 

For the inhabitants of the southern fringe of the Balkans – namely Eastern Thrace, Greece, 

and Western Albania – the years between 800 and 1200 were marked by the nearly-unbroken 

domination of the Byzantine state.1 Partly due to this unique political continuity, the state of 

the archaeological and historical evidence for Byzantine civilisation in the southern fringe of 

the Balkans is better than in most other formerly Byzantine territories. But the evidence is not 

well integrated or sufficiently accessible. M Veikou’s Byzantine Epirus and J. Bintliff’s The 

Leiden-Ljubljana Ancient Cities of Boeotia Project are steps in the right direction, but their 

scope of study only encompasses one or two regions. 2  Heaven & Earth: cities and 

countryside in Byzantine Greece represents another attempt – the most ambitious one to date 

– to rectify the problem. 

The book spans the entire Byzantine period,3 and is divided into four chapters. 

Chapter One, written by IIias Agnagnostakis, explores how the people of Hellas4 used their 

province’s Hellenistic legacy to further their personal interests, and how they were viewed in 

Constantinopolitan circles. It emerges that from the seventh century onwards, the capital’s 

upper-class looked upon on Greece’s inhabitants as innately inferior people. The situation 

improved for the provincials after Hellas’ reincorporation into the Empire at the end of the 

eighth century. Thereafter, the Greeks had much success in obtaining high politico-religious 

ranks. The mockery and disdain never abated, but this mirrored the Byzantine people’s 

complex rapport vis-à-vis the Ancient Greeks. In Chapter Two, Eugenia Gerousi concisely 

																																																													
1 There were two or three interruptions, courtesy of the Bulgarians, but they did not exceed fifteen years. 
2 M. Veikou, Byzantine Epirus. A Topography of Transformation. Settlements of the Seventh-Twelfth Centuries 
in Southern Epirus and Aetoloacarnania, Greece (Leiden: Brill, 2012). J. Bintliff, et al., “The Leiden-Ljubljana 
Ancient Cities of Boeotia Project, 2010-2012 seasons,” Pharos: Journal of the Netherlands Institute at Athens 
19 (2013): 1-34. Also worth mentioning are: A. Avramea, Η βυζαντινή Θεσσαλία µέχρι του 1204: συµβολή εις 
την ιστορικήν γεωγραφίαν (Athens: National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, 1974); C. Bouras, “City 
and Village: Urban Design and Architecture,” Jahrbuch der österreichischen Byzantinistik 31, no. 1-2 (1981): 
611-653; F. Karagianni, The Byzantine Settlements in Macedonia through the Archaeological Data (4th - 15th 
Centuries) (Thessaloniki: University Studio Press, 2010); A. Harvey, Economic Expansion in the Byzantine 
Empire (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989). 
3 Although there is no exact chronological period, as the book focuses chiefly on multiple, widely separated 
settlements. 
4 IIias Anagnostakis is referring not to the theme of Hellas here, but to all of modern-day Greece south of Mount 
Olympus. 
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brings together trade routes in Greece and some of the more important recent finds in the 

countryside. These include a large sixth century installation for wine production near 

Distomo, a luxurious fifth-century villa in Macedonian Palaiokastro, and an Early Byzantine 

ceramic workshop on the island of Kos. Chapter Three consists of multiple subchapters, each 

one devoted to a specific urban settlement in Greece. Every modern region in the country is 

covered to varying degrees. Structurally, most authors weave their archaeological and written 

sources into a single chronological narrative, although a few keep their sources separated. As 

for the authors’ focus on historical topics, it is more or less evenly divided between politics, 

the economy, and ecclesiastical activity. The last chapter catalogues the main Byzantine 

museums in each region of Greece. It will interest scholars wanting to witness the fruits of 

the aforementioned field excavations and surveys, as well as those conducting personal study 

of a certain type of artifacts. 

The book has much to recommend. First, and most importantly, the quality of the 

authors’ evidence is of a high standard. Both the archaeological conclusions and the text-

based statements are generally sound although readers should be advised that the agendas of 

the textual sources are rarely examined.5 This is a potentially serious issue, as knowledge of a 

source’s bias can dramatically alter our interpretation of that source. The authors may have 

analysed the sources’ bias, but due to length restrictions were unable to show their analytical 

work. In that case, however, a short explanatory paragraph in the introduction should not 

have been too much to ask for. 

In terms of quantity, the historical information provided appears more than adequate. 

True, it is unfortunate that Barbara Papadolou’s historical narrative on Arta does not make 

use of M. Veikou’s work. But maybe there was not enough time between M. Veikou’s 

publication and that of Heaven and Earth. And one wishes that Antonis Petkos and Eugenia 

Drakopoulou had managed to further advance the state of research on Veroia and Kastoria. 

Our information on Veroia prior to the eleventh century could probably fit in a single phrase, 

																																																													
5 There are a few exceptions, of varying importance, with respect to the archaeological sources. For example, I 
question C. Bouras’ claim that “an enormous amount of buildings took place [in Thebes] in the 9th and 10th 
centuries” Surely ‘enormous’ is an exaggeration for a two-hundred year period, given that only eleven or twelve 
contemporaneous buildings (many of them of private character) have been identified. Likewise, the assertion 
that the Kato Panagia’s mosaics date to the end of the thirteenth century ought to be supported by evidence, and 
it is doubtful whether 10th century Philippi can still be classified as a city. For the textual sources, I question 
Michael Choniates’ statement that Athens’ walls were crumbling in the twelfth century. I am also sceptical of 
the contention that Veroia seriously dwindled between the seventh and eleventh centuries, but it is not made 
clear if the statement is based on textual evidence. J. Albani and E. Chalkia, eds., Heaven & Earth: cities and 
countryside in Byzantine Greece (Athens: Benaki Museum, 2012), 183, 135, 102, 51, 104 (in order of 
appearance in this footnote). 
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while that on Kastoria is more plentiful but too difficult to access.6 But overall, more 

historical events are provided on Byzantine civilization than in any other comparable 

work. The chapters are also briskly paced and tightly focused. Moreover, each contributor 

supports his or her text with a wide selection of crisp, coloured photographs. These photos 

allow the reader to visualize not only the archaeological sites being discussed, but frequently 

the sites’ human and natural backgrounds. 

There are several problems that should be mentioned, however. The first one is minor: 

no attempt is made to define the Byzantine notion of an urban settlement, even in a brief and 

tentative manner. Other issues are harder to overlook. None of the contributors give anything 

more than a passing mention of numismatic and ceramic data. For some sites, such as Nea 

Anchialos, this is understandable: the available data is nonexistent. But the great majority of 

settlements boast moderately extensive catalogues of artifacts.7 To barely mention the latter – 

in a book that aims to explore the economic fate of a Byzantine province – strikes me as a 

glaring omission. 

Next, the space in Chapter One might have been better used to flesh out the discussion 

on urban artifacts. The Constantinople-Greece relationship is not quite as engaging as 

Anagnostakis wants it to be8 and is a topic of comparatively minor importance. On a similar 

note, it is unclear what purpose Chapter Two serves. Although it takes up valuable space, 

only a handful of sites are discussed. These appear to have been selected at random, and are 

lacking in context. Thus they do not give a clear image of the evolution of the rural economy. 

Lastly, the authors of the chapters on Athens, Thebes, Corinth, and Arta make the 

choice of covering the Latin period. Yet the book purports to be about Byzantine Greece. 

Perhaps one could make the case that the people of Athens or Arta remained ethnically 

Byzantine after their masters changed. But this is a contentious idea, which should have been 

defended. 

On the whole, however, Heaven and Earth is a competently-written, landmark 

contribution. Though collaborative writing by twenty Byzantine scholars is nothing new, no 

other work has amalgamated the information on Greek urban settlements on a countrywide 

																																																													
6 A situation all the more frustrating given that Veroia had considerable military and commercial importance 
during the Byzantine times. It stood astride the Via Egnatia, was the seat of a strategos in the 970s (and possibly 
thereafter), and was a major source of real-estate profit for Athonite clergymen in the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries. Pazaras and A. Tsanana, “Excavations in Beroia,” To Archaiologiko ergo sté Makedonia kai Thrake 4 
(1990): 355. 
7  For instance, Athens, Corinth, and Thebes have yielded approximately 3,000, 5,000 and 238 coins, 
respectively. 
8 It is supposed to mirror the Byzantines’ complex treatment of Hellenistic culture, but the problem is that there 
was no apparent element of fascination in the Constantinople-Greece relationship. 
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level. This is a book that everyone looking for a political, economic, or religious narrative of 

medieval Greece should find useful – and easy to obtain. Hopefully, it is also a sign of 

research to come. 
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